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Abstract: The article is devoted to the development of knowledge-oriented models
that are able to increase the efficiency and quality of main pipeline complex
(MPC) dispatching control. The main attention is paid to the dispatching control of
electrochemical protection (ECP) of pipelines from corrosion. Functional
knowledge-oriented model that is created on the basis of typical intelligent blocks
is proposed. The set of intelligent blocks can solve logical and analytical problems
as well as the problems of classification, finding of regularities, abstraction etc that
can arise while solving the tasks which are difficult for formalization in ECP
domain. The production-frame knowledge models to control the ECP processes
have been developed. On the basis of the created models the instrumental tool for
automated design of the decision support expert systems and the expert system for
ECP process control have been constructed.

1 Introduction

Nowadays the automation of complex technological process control takes place in the
gas transportation branch of Ukraine. That is stipulated by the modern tendencies of
Ukraine integration into the common European gas transportation system. The multilevel
hierarchical control systems are created on the basis of advanced hardware and software
automation tools. Automated workstations built on the basis of SCADA-technology
provide collection, storing, displaying and primary processing of data and also make it
possible to control the complex technological objects on dispatching level of MPC
control.

One of the main problems of MPC control is to provide the exploitation reliability and
service durability of main pipelines, that’s why the main attention in the article is paid to
the process control of pipelines ECP from corrosion. But in order to make the qualitative
well-grounded control decisions on the MPC dispatching control level it is necessary to
take into account a great amount of both external and internal factors that have direct or
indirect influence on the control object. In order to make decision in conditions of
various dynamically changing factors it is necessary to involve highly-qualified
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specialists with great experience (experts) in the investigated domain. The involvement
of experts is a toilful, expensive and continuous process. Along with this, efficiency of
control decisions making is one of the main requirements placed upon the technological
processes in gas transportation branch. To overcome such a problem it is expedient to
apply the approach based on the expert system technology that is able to give the
information and intelligent support for solution of the tasks difficult for formalization. In
connection with stated above the actual problem is the development of knowledge-
oriented models, that are the basis for expert system creation and may increase the
effectiveness and quality of MPC control.

2 Analysis of the research object and existing problems in ECP of
pipelines from corrosion

The underground pipelines are the complex engineering constructions that actually are
not subjected to aging aggression. Therewith, one of the basic causes of failures and
emergencies on pipelines is the soil corrosion. That is caused by bad insulation of
pipelines, aging of insulation coatings, low quality of insulation materials etc. That’s
why, useful life and reliability of main pipelines directly depend on the development
level and use of ECP means. In connection with stated above, the complex automation of
ECP of pipelines from corrosion in gas transportation branch is carried out. Such
automation is based on integration of automated workstation based on SCADA-
technology into dispatching control level. The structure of such automated system is
shown in fig. 1. The purpose of ECP of pipelines from corrosion is to provide during all
the exploitation term the continuous cathode polarization of pipeline all over its extent
and all over its surface in such a way, that the value of pipeline potential is not less than
minimal and not more than maximum admissible values.

Fig. 1. Structure of ECP automated control system
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Technological objects of remote control in such automated system are cathode
transformers (CT) that actually provide pipeline protection from corrosion on the basis
of cathode protection technology. Connection between CT and automated workstation of
the dispatching level is performed by using the special remote monitoring and regulation
units (RMRU), which provide the transfer of CT parameters to the automated
workstation of the dispatching level. Technological objects of remote monitoring are CT
and also the special remote monitoring and measuring points (RMMP) that can measure
the pipeline protective potential between adjacent CT. Connection between RMMP and
automated workstation of the dispatching level is performed by using the special remote
monitoring units (RMU). The main monitoring parameter in such automated system is
the “pipeline-soil” potential that is measured by stationary reference electrodes (SRE) of
CT and RMMP. In accordance with this parameter value the control decision is made
[TT05]. But in order to find the “optimal” value of the protective potential and also to
find the CT protective current value that will set the protective potential closer to
“optimal” it is necessary to analyze a lot of parameters (type of soil, insulation coating
state, pipeline damages, gas temperature, wandering currents, nearby objects etc.). In
connection with the problems stated above, in [TT05] the stochastic task model for
operative planning of ECP system work mode is described. But even the huge analytical
expressions that were obtained in this work are simplified and don’t take into account a
lot of factors. Besides, the protective potential in [TT05] should only be within the
required limits and shouldn’t be “optimal”. In addition the required limits also depend on
external and internal conditions and are unknown beforehand.

The stated problems give grounds to refer such task to the class of problems that are
difficult for formalization and that can be effectively solved by artificial intelligence
methods.

3 The advanced methodologies of expert system development and the
concept of knowledge-oriented functional models

Well-known up-do-date methodologies of expert knowledge acquisition and structuring
such as Task Structures, Role-Limiting Methods, Method-to-Task, KADS that are based
on the use of the so-called «paradigms» of problem solutions (such as Heuristic
Classification and Propose-and-Revise) and oriented on the reuse of existing task
solution methods make it possible to pass from the specific knowledge engineering
branch to the classic engineer problems [CJ92]. But the problems connected with
difficulty of formal problem description, checkout of conformity between the selected
problem and the method of its solution and some other problems complicate the solution
of a specific problem.

On the basis of the situation stated above the functional knowledge-oriented model that
is based on a set of typical intelligent elements is proposed. Typical intelligent elements
are based on “knowledge source” concept of KADS-methodology [SW93, VK93] and
make it possible to solve the analytical and logical tasks, as well as the tasks connected
with classification, abstraction, specification, finding of regularities and others that often
arise in decision making process of MPC control.
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The main advantages of the developed functional knowledge-oriented model are:
modularity (representation of monitoring, diagnostics and control processes of complex
technological objects in a form of separate knowledge-oriented components interaction);
universality of the typical functional blocks library (solution of typical tasks, arising in
the process of technological object control); adaptability (easy adaptation to a specific
domain); openness (gives the user a possibility to set the desired behavior); activity
(interaction of typical functional blocks with each other that makes it possible to
automate the process of knowledge acquisition and processing and also interaction of
functional blocks with a hybrid production-frame model using the service block inputs
(frames) and mechanism of pointers (production systems) that allow to increase the
effectiveness of knowledge procession during the control decision making process).

Every typical intelligent element is a functional block with a set of inputs {IN} and
outputs {OUT}. The behavior of such block is defined by its purpose (fig. 2).

Fig.2. Representation of intelligent element as a functional block

The whole set of typical intelligent blocks that is used in construction of functional
knowledge-oriented model according to the block purpose can be divided into five
classes: blocks that return value (of attribute or variable) (they are intended to find
values of object attributes on the basis of logical or analytical task solution, and also to
search values of object attributes in database); blocks that return an analytical
expression (they are intended to find analytical regularities between the different
attributes); blocks that return generalized domain concepts (classes) (they are intended
to make dynamic transformation of object structure in the process of specific problem
solution); blocks that return operation results (they perform the auxiliary functions in
comparison of the same-type object attributes with each other); blocks that control the
model branching (they are intended to make branching in the model on the basis of
domain object classification). The behavior of typical intelligent elements can be set by
three different ways: static (is set in behavior editor), for example, production systems
that describe the behavior of such blocks as «calculate logically» or «classify by rules»;
dynamic (obtained from the output of previous block), for example, at the input of
«calculate analytically» block the analytical expression found by “find regression” block
can be entered; static hidden (user compiled modules), for example, user can set the
desired block behavior in cases when the use of typical block is not rational or is
impossible (complex search algorithms, non-linear or multiple regression etc.). In such
cases the element behavior will be hidden and the element will be seen as a «black box».

Two different relations are used to connect function blocks with each other: “output-
input” and “precedence”. “Output-input” relation means that the result obtained by the
previous block is directly used by the next. In contrast to the “output-input” relation, the
“precedence” relation shows only a logical sequence of functional block activation. In
that case the connection between the functional blocks is performed by means of
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common database.

Let us see the purpose and basic work principles of the proposed functional blocks.

“Set value” is used to set the beforehand known value of an object attribute or system
variable; “calculate analytically” block is used to solve the tasks that may be represented
in analytical form. To set the dynamic behavior the block “find regression” is used.
«Calculate logically» block is used in case the attribute or variable value can be found by
logical inference in production system. Classification blocks are used to perform model
branching by way of division the whole set of objects into definite classes. When it is
possible to set the classification rules the «classify by rules» block is used. Such block
behavior is described by a set of production classification rules {Pr}. The number of
elements in {Pr} set defines the number of functional block outputs. Every separate
classification rule is directly connected with one and only one output of the functional
block. Production rule number i corresponds to functional block output number i. Rules
are mutually exclusive. In case it is impossible or difficult to specify the classification
rules «classification by clusterization» block is used. The block behavior is based on
agglomerative-hierarchical method of multidimensional classification. The “standard”
representative (the object with the most typical attribute values) should be set for every
output of «classification by clusterization» block. According to (1) the Euclid distance
from the classified object to all the standard objects is calculated. Method of
classification used in this block takes into account the importance of every attribute. It is
considered that the object refers to the same class as that standard object the Euclid
distance to which appeared to be minimal. Similarly to the «classify by rules» block only
one output of the block may be active at a definite time.
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where d0i – Euclid distance from the classified object to the an i standard object; x0k –
value of the k attribute of the classified object; xik – value of the k attribute of the i
standard object; zk – importance of the k attribute; m – number of classification
attributes.

Classification blocks may dynamically transform the frame hierarchy in a process of
decision making by way of creation of new classes and referring of classified objects to
the newly created classes. “Abstract” and “specify” blocks are able to dynamically add,
delete or change the object attributes. It is, as a rule, necessary in case when the object
class is defined dynamically by the classification blocks and depending on the class
defined it is necessary to make changes in the object structure. “Find regression” block is
used to find analytical dependencies between two attributes by pair linear regression
method. Functional knowledge-oriented models of the MPC dispatching control provide
convenient visual representation of the monitoring, diagnostics and control processes of
complex technological complex in the form of functional blocks interaction. The model
can be activated in a step-by-step mode that provides easy debugging of the model. The
fragment of the functional knowledge oriented model for CT control that includes three
typical blocks is shown in fig. 3. In order to formalize knowledge representation the
hybrid production-frame model is used. In such model the structural aspect of
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knowledge on MPC is described in the form of frame hierarchy and the behavioral
aspect that represents the functioning dynamics of MPC objects and processes is
described in the form of production systems (in direct or return inference) grouped inside
according frame slots and functional blocks. To realize the interaction between the frame
hierarchy and the intelligent blocks of functional knowledge-oriented model the
following service inputs of the functional blocks are used: «Class» (corresponds to
frame-prototype); «Object» (corresponds to frame-example); «Attribute» (corresponds to
frame slot or system variable). Interaction between frame hierarchy and intelligent
functional blocks is performed in both directions: on the one hand, frames are input
parameters of the functional blocks and, on the other hand, the knowledge-oriented
model controls the frame hierarchy. Frame hierarchy control can be performed in three
different ways: setting value of frame slot as a result of logical, analytical or logical-
analytical task; dynamic transformation of frame structure as a result of activation of
such blocks as «abstract» and «specify» that may dynamically change, create or delete
frame slots; dynamical transformation of the frame hierarchy as a result of activation of
such blocks as «classify by rules» and «classify by clusterization».

Fig. 3. Fragment of the functional knowledge-oriented model

On the basis of the developed model for the functional knowledge acquiring,
representing and processing the expert system for the dispatching level automated
workstation of the ECP process control has been developed. Nowadays this expert
system is integrated and maintained in “Ukrtransgas” that is an affiliated Company of
“Ukraine Naftogaz” National Joint-stock Company as a part of automated system of
electrochemical protection of main pipelines from corrosion.

Summary: On the basis of the analysis of the existing problems in MPC dispatching
control branch the knowledge-oriented approach has been proposed. The main feature of
the proposed approach is the use of functional knowledge-oriented model that is based
on the library of typical intelligent elements. The intelligent blocks have the flexible
mechanisms of interaction with a hybrid production-frame model. Such interaction make
the frame model “live” because it can change frame structure or even transform the
frame hierarchy in the decision-making process. The functional knowledge-oriented
model provides the representation of the problems that are difficult for formalization in
the form of interaction of the intelligent blocks. On the basis of the functional
knowledge-oriented and production-frame model the expert system for ECP of pipelines
from corrosion has been built.
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